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01 Setting the Stage



• Established in 2018. HQ in Singapore 
and R&D Hub in Frankfurt, Germany 

• Blockchain Platform as a Service 
(BPaaS) company

• One-stop blockchain platform 
anchored by a proprietary automated 
compliance engine

• Empower Financial Services Institutions 
to enter into the regulated digital 
assets market with tokenisation 

• IPA Capital Market Services License 
(MAS)



Digital Assets / Tokens Explained 

Security 
Tokens

Utility 
Tokens

Digital Payment 
Tokens

Securities, Debts, 
Commodity, Assets NFTs BTC / ETHExample

Digital 
representation of 

a financial 
product

Explanation Give consumption 
rights to access 

products or services

Also known as 
cryptocurrencies, is 
cash equivalent on 

blockchain 
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Asset tokenisation is the process by which an issuer creates digital tokens on the 
blockchain, which represent either digital or physical assets*. 

Assets Tokenisation: A Simplistic Explanation

Fractionalised into 
multiple smaller 

tokens using 
blockchain 
technology 

Investors can 
Invest with a 

fraction of the 
cost

High value Asset Digital Asset tokens Fractionalised Ownership
for eg: 5% of the total Asset 

*Source: UOB Asset Tokenization: The Next Step In Evolution of Capital Markets 2021



What can be Tokenised: Digital Payment Tokens

*Source: Knight Frank, Tokenizing the World 

Cryptocurrencies

Point systemsFiat

Bitcoin
Cardano

Ethereum

Memberships

Food & Beverage 
purchase

SGD 

USD 

EUR

Loyalty Programmes



Collectible 
Goods

What can be Tokenised: Tangibles and Financial Products

*Source: Knight Frank, Tokenizing the World 

Consumables

Precious 
Metals

Financial 
Instruments

Real Estate

Securities

Certificates

Devices
CryptoKittiesArt
Sculptures

Paintings

Medical Products

Food & Beverage

Gold

Silver

Platinum



What can be Tokenised: Intangible

Intangibles

Copyright 

Intellectual 
Property

Trademarks

Royalties

Patents

*Source: Knight Frank, Tokenizing the World 



Tokenisation of Traditional Assets*

Source: Fireblocks. Tokenization the Foundation of Digital Financial Markets. 2022 

Asset Class Issuer Use Case Impact % Market Cap 
Growth (Jan-Aug 
2021)

Gold Paxos Tokenisation of Gold 
backed 1:1 with gold 
reserves to enable retail 
investors to purchase

● Remove custody fees
● Decrease minimum purchase amount 
● Instant settlement of tokens to 

investors

340%

Equity 
Securities

Overstock.
com

Tokenisation of shares 
for annual dividend

● List various classes of shares
● Lower transaction costs, liquidity, 

security, and corporate action 
efficiencies of programmable smart 
contracts for issuers

35%

Debt 
Securities

Multiple 
(DBS, EIB, 
SocGen)

Tokenisation of 
corporate debt (bonds, 
notes and commercial 
paper)

● Investors may participate with smaller 
transaction sizes than traditional bond 
issuance

● more accessible to the broader 
market

177%
(2020 vs 2021 
issuance)
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02 Digital Assets Insights:
HNW and UHNW in Asia
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Source: The Adoption of Digital Assets and Tokenisation Amongst 
HNW and UHNW Private Clients in Asia, Hubbis April 2022

Why is this important for 
Wealth Managers in Asia? 
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Is your bank/firm actively advising your clients in 
digital assets and/or building your expertise and 
capabilities? 

88% appear to be either 
promoting these assets or seriously 
considering doing so.
Just 12% of replies from wealth management 
professionals indicated that their banks or firms will 
steer clear of digital assets.

Source: The Adoption of Digital Assets and Tokenisation Amongst HNW and UHNW Private Clients in Asia, Hubbis April 2022



The level of understanding of the clients and expertise 
of the wealth management advisers

97% of replies indicated that the 
wealth industry in Asia needs more 
understanding, more education around 
digital assets. 

Only 3% claimed expertise position in this asset class.

Source: The Adoption of Digital Assets and Tokenisation Amongst HNW and UHNW Private Clients in Asia, Hubbis April 2022



HNW & UHNW are most suitable for digital assets

80% of replies indicated that the 
HNW and UHNW client segments are the 
most logical/appropriate buyers of 
digital assets.

They have the wealth and holding power to weather 
the volatility and risks associated with these assets. 

Source: The Adoption of Digital Assets and Tokenisation Amongst HNW and UHNW Private Clients in Asia, Hubbis April 2022



Prime motivations in Cryptos/Digital Assets

100% of replies indicated clients 
are buying for either diversification 
or for what several respondents 
called ‘turbo-charged’ gains. 

3% admitted it is to hedge against inflation

Source: The Adoption of Digital Assets and Tokenisation Amongst HNW and UHNW Private Clients in Asia, Hubbis April 2022



4%

25%

35%

36%

9%

12%

19%

60%

Digital Assets Diversification: Current VS Next 1-3 Years

Source: The Adoption of Digital Assets and Tokenisation Amongst HNW and UHNW Private Clients in Asia, Hubbis April 2022

Current interests

Cryptocurrencies

Digital Assets/Tokenised Funds

Security Tokens

NFTs (Non-Fungible Tokens)

Growth predictions 
in the next 3 years
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The Advantages of Digital Assets Tokenisation?

Fundraising Avenue Transparency & Efficiency New Market

Programmability Ease to Entry

A new way to raise capital 
or monetise existing 

illiquid assets

Blockchain is immutable 
and provide an excellent 

audit trail

The programmable nature of 
token allows endless possibility of 

new products innovation

The barriers of entry to investment is 
lower and the concept for 

“fractionalisation” 

Access to global market with 
previously untapped market/ 

clients 
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JustCarbon – Democratising Carbon Credits 

Challenges
Inefficient carbon credits trading has 
prevented retail players from 
participating in the growing market. 
The industry suffered from a lack of 
transparency and audit trail and 
carbon credit emission records. 

Solution
A blockchain platform serves as 
a marketplace for blockchain 
tokens (Just Carbon Removal 
Token) to be traded fairly with 
immutable records as proof for 
carbon dioxide removals. 

Outcome
One of the world’s first blockchain 
carbon credits marketplace 
launched on the 24th April 2022
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GreeniumX – Regulated Sustainable Fund

Challenges
Lack of funding and tracking 
for Carbon Negative projects 
around the world. The 
fundraising process is costly, 
and most projects are smaller 
in size. 

Solution
Democratizing access to investments 
with tokenisation in carbon negative 
projects and agriculture businesses 
by providing funding for previously 
inaccessible Carbon Negative 
projects

Outcome
Launched a VCC Green Impact fund 
in Q1 2022 backed by tokenisation 
platform to raise funds from private 
equity, family offices or HNWIs. 
Fundraising will be faster and more 
cost effective. 



Bricklet – Real Estate Fractionalisation

Challenges
Ensuring real estate investment 
accessible to younger or smaller 
investors

Solution
Fractionalisation (each Bricklet), 
allowing investment in prime 
properties starting from AUS 
20,000, 24/7, globally

Outcome
Tokenisation of Asset-backed 
Token to scale the business and to 
create a differentiation in a very 
conservative industry
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Challenges ahead

• Evolving regulatory framework from 
regulators, globally 

• Legal and compliance, the ability to 
understand and adapt to the changing 
landscape of digital assets vis-à-vis 
traditional assets 

• A robust risk framework – technology and 
governance 

• Talents and know-how 
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How Chintai Enables Wealth Managers?

Token Issuance Secondary Listing Trading Asset management
Financial market products, 

assets and funds
Provide access to private 

market capital
High-performance order 

management system
Robust cap-table 

management system 

On-chain Automated Compliance Engine Powered by Sentinel-AI



How Chintai Enables Wealth Managers?

▪ White-label solution for the 
full life cycle of digital asset 
tokenisation

▪ Develop blockchain based 
digital asset (funds, 
security tokens, real estate, 
etc)

▪ Disruptive new products or 
transform your business 
through blockchain.

Chintai Blockchain Platform

▪ Issuance
○ Dynamic Issuance 

(auction, fixed price, etc)
○ Primary market 

compliance enabled 
(KYC and AML/CFT)

○ Fractionalisation

▪ Listing & Trade
○ High performance 

secondary trading 
engine

○ Instance settlement
○ Transaction monitoring

▪ Management
○ Cap-table management
○ Token management
○ Automated corporate 

actions
○ Token investor relations

Financial Market Products
● Equity/Shares
● Bond/Debts

Assets
● Real Estate
● Exotic/Collections
● Metal & Precious Stones
● Commodity

Funds
● Private Equity Funds
● Venture Capital Funds
● Special Purpose Vehicle
● Variable Capital 

Company (SG)

The Issuer 
(Licensed asset & fund 

managers)
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Chintai Whitepaper - Digital Asset Tokenisation (June 2022)

Scan to provide your contact information
Link: https://chintai.io/expression-of-interest

https://chintai.io/expression-of-interest


chintai.i
o

Thank you

David.packham@chintai.io

Contact us to schedule for a platform demo

Chintai.io
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Disclaimer

This material has been prepared on behalf of the Chintai Group (“Chintai”, the “Group”) and is general background information about the Group’s activities. The information in this material is 
provided in summary form only and does not purport to be complete.  Any activities of the Group that constitute the offering and/or dealing in capital markets products including but not limited to 
the facilitation of primary issuance and operation of a secondary trading platform in the same will only be carried out by Chintai Network Services Pte. Limited pursuant and subject to it being 
authorised by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.

This material has been made for information purposes only. It may be amended and supplemented as Chintai sees fit, may not be relied upon for the purpose of entering into any transaction and 
should not be construed as, nor be relied on in connection with, any offer or invitation to obtain the services of the Group (which will at all times be subject to applicable terms and conditions) nor 
purchase or subscribe for, underwrite or otherwise acquire, hold or dispose of any securities of the Group, and shall not be regarded as a recommendation in relation to any such transaction 
whatsoever. The contents of this material should not be considered to be legal, tax, investment or other advice, and any client or potential client of the Group should consult with its own counsel 
and advisers as to all legal, tax, regulatory, financial and related matters concerning its take up of the services offered by Chintai from time to time.   

This material and its contents are confidential and proprietary to the Group, and no part of it or its subject matter may be reproduced, redistributed, passed on, or the contents otherwise 
divulged, directly or indirectly, to any other person (excluding the relevant person’s professional advisers) or published in whole or in part for any purpose without Chintai’s prior written consent. 
If this material has been received in error it must be returned immediately.

The communication of this material may be restricted by law; it is not intended for distribution to, or use by any person in, any jurisdiction where such distribution or use would be contrary to local 
law or regulation. This material is not directed to or intended for distribution, or transfer, either directly or indirectly to, or use by, any person or entity that is a citizen or resident or located in any 
locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, transfer, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would require any registration or 
licensing within such jurisdiction.

The information in this material has not been independently verified. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy or completeness of the material and 
the information contained herein and no reliance should be placed on it. Information in this material (including market data and statistical information) has been obtained from various sources 
(including third party sources) and Chintai does not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of such information.
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